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Chapter 1 

AN EVOLVED ANTENNA FOR 
DEPLOYLlENT ON iNASA'S SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY 5 hlISSXON 

Absiract 11-e present ax e~olved  1 - h a n d  ani,enna design and fligh~, prui,c>t>pe cur- 
reni,l?- on schedule t~ be dcployed on 1 . G - 4 ' ~  Space Techz~olop 5 [:ST5) 
spacecraft. C a r e n ?  me:hods of desi@og >id optimizillg anremas  by 
hand are tiiiie a d  labor intensil-e. Iimit coizplesicp. and require sig- 
niclcant exTerrise m d  ex-erience. Evolutionary d e s i p  techniques can 
oyercome these Emitarions by searching the d e ~ g n  space and aut,onar- 
ically &ding e3eTti.r-e s would ordinarily nor be found. 
The ST3 antema =-a e 7  f a challengkg set of mission re- 
quirements, most notably the combination of nide bearm-idth for a 
cixxlarly-polxized x-ave md r i d e  band-ividth. Tn-o ei-ohxionary a!- 
gorithros were used: one used a genetic dgorithm style representation 
that did not allon- branching in the ant.eana z x r ~ s :  the second used a 
genetic programming style tree-structured representation that  allowed 
branching in the antenna ams. The highest performance a n t e a n z  from 
'sot,h algorithms were fabricated and tested. and Soch yielded ven- s in-  
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ilar =erf~rzlance. Ekth 21?te~?n3~ ?:;-ere cctmpzr&!e ir? performance t o  
a hand-designed antenna produced b!- the antenna contractor for the 
mission, and so we consider them esamples of human-competitive per- 
formance by evolutionary algorithms. -1s of this writing, one of our 
evolved antenna prototypes is undergoing flight qualification sesting. If 
successful. the resulting antenna would represent the first evolved hard- 
ware in space, and the first deployed evolved antenna. 

Keywords: Design, computational design, antenna, wire antenna, spacecraft, ge- 
netic programming, evolutionary computation. 

Introduction 
Researchers have been investigating evolutionary antenna design and 

optimization since the early 1990s (e.g., [Michieissen et ai., 1993, Xaupt, 
1995, Altshuler and Linden, 1997a, Rahmat-Samii and Michielssen, 1999]), 
a d  the Se!d has g r m ~  in recent years zs computer speed has increased 
and electromagnetics simulators have improved. Many antenna types 
have been investigated, including wire antennas [Linden and AltshuleI , 
19961, agtenna arrays [Haupt, 19961, and quadrifilar helical antennas [Lohx- - - -_ 
et al;., 2OOiJ.  In addition, the ability to evolve antennas zn-situ [Linden. -- 

20001, that is, taking into account the effects of surrounding structures, 
opens new design possibilities. Such an approach is very difficult for an- 
tenna designers due to the complexity of electromagnetic interactions, 
yet easy to integrate into evolutionary techniques. 

Below we describe two evolutionary algorithm (EA) approaches to 
a chaIIenging antenna design problem on NASA’s Space Techmlogy 5 
(STZ) mission [STjf. ST5’s objchive is  io  ckrnonstratc and flight qual- 
ify innovative technologies and concepts for application to future space 
missions. Images showing the ST5 spacecraft are seen in Figure 1.1. The 
mission duration is planned for three months. 

1. ST5 Mission Antenna Requirements 
The three ST5 spacecraft will orbit at close separations in a highly 

elliptical geosynchronous transfer orbit approximately 35,000 km above 
Earth and will &mnunicate with a 34 meter ground-based dish antenna. 
The combination of wide beamwidth for a circularly-polarized wave and 
wide bandwidth make for a challenging design problem. In terms of 
simulation challenges, because the diameter of the spacecraft is 54.2 
cm, the spacecraft is 13-15 wavelengths across which makes antenna 
simulation computationally intensive. For that reason, an infinite ground 
plane approximation or smaller finite ground plane is typically used in 
modeling and design. 
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-1 i n e  antenna requirements aze as follom. The gain pattern must be 
greater than or equal to 0 dEic {dec&ek as referenced to an isotropic 

that is circularly polarized) at  40" _< B 5 80" and 0" f 5 d 5 332" 
-hand circular polarization. The antenna must haye a s-o!t!age 

standing R-ave ratio (S~STTR) of under 1.2 at the transmit Gequenc>- 
fS470 MHz) and under 1.5 at the receive fi-equency (7209.175 MHz) 
- T7S'iT€t is a Kay to quantify reflected-wave interference, and thus :he 
amcmzt cf impedance mismatch at the junction. At both bequencies the 
input impedance should be 50 R. The antenna is restricted in s h a p  to 
a mass of under 165 g. aztd 13 1st St in a cylinder of hr-lght and diameter 
of 15 24 cm. 

In addition to these requirements. an additional -.desired" specifca- 
fIoii issued for the fieid pattern. Because of the spacecraft's relative 
orien:atim to ;he Earth. high g i a  in the 6e:d pattern was desired at  
10%- elevation angke. Specificallg-. scrocs 0" _< 9 5 360". gzin x-as desired 
to meet: 2 dBic for i' = 30'. and 4 dBic k r  t3 = 90". 

STS mission managers were -idling to accept antenna perforzmnce 
t h t  aligned closer to t h e  -'desired field paxtern spedcations noted 

ontractor. using conventional design practices. produced 

-- 

(QFH) (see Figure 1.2) antema to meet these spec- . 
Scations. 

2 .  Evolved Antenna Design 
From past experience in designing wire antennas [Linden. 19971. we 

decided to constrain our evolutionary & s i p  io  a monopole wire antenna 
with four identical arms. each arm rotated 9O0 fmrn its neighbors. The 


